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Abstract:
Whereas Telomeres protect terminal ends of linear chromosomes telomerases identify natural
chromosome ends being different from broken DNA. Although telomeres play a crucial role
in the linear chromosome organisation of eukaryotic cells, their molecular syntax descended
from an ancient retroviral competence. This is an indicator for the early retroviral colonization
of large double stranded DNA viruses, which are putative ancestors of the eukaryotic nucleus.
This contribution will demonstrate an advantage of the biosemiotic approach towards
our evolutionary understanding of telomeres: focus on the genetic/genomic structures as
language-like text which follows combinatorial (syntactic), context-sensitive (pragmatic) and
content-specific (semantic) semiotic rules. Genetic/genomic organisation from the
biosemiotic perspective is not seen any longer as an object of randomly derived alterations
(mutations) but as functional innovation coherent with the broad variety of natural genome
editing competences of viruses.
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1. Introduction
Biosemiotics investigates both communication processes within and among cells, tissues,
organs, organisms as sign-mediated interactions and nucleotide sequence order as codes/texts
which follow syntactic, pragmatic and semantic rules. In the latter case biosemiotics
investigates genetic sequences as codes/texts which are coherent with laws of physics and
chemics, but additionaly follow a complementary mix of combinatorial (syntactic), contextsensitive (pragmatic), content-specific (semantic) rules. In this respect it is interesting from
biosemiotic perspective to ask some questions about the roles of telomeres and telomerases in
evolution, structure and content arrangement of genomes: What does the telomere specific
“molecular syntax” (Eigen and Winkler 1975) indicate? Why do we find telomeres as key
features mainly in the context of linear chromosomes of eukaryotes not in circular prokaryotic
genomes? What’s the evolutionary relation of non-mobile telomeres and mobile genetic
elements like telomerase and other reverse transcriptases? How can we understand also a
telomerase-similar activity being capable for telomere elongation in several insects and
plants?
Because telomeres and telomerases are key features of eukaryotes and some viruses
(which may inhabit prokaryotes) it will be necessary to describe the crucial differences
between eukaryotes and prokaryotes which will show that the eukaryotic nucleus doesn’t
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derive from prokaryotes but from a assembly of viral competences. To understand the
evolutionary context it is necessary to describe viral key features and their possible role in the
evolution of life.
From biosemiotic perspective it will be interesting to clarify the relations between
molecular syntax of telomere repeats with its meaning, i.e. function in the genomic content.
Therefore it will be necessary to have a look at its evolutionary roots. In this context the
telomere replication process by telomerase is the most interesting feature because it is
processed by a very ancient competence (Nosek et al. 2006), i.e. reverse transcriptase with a
great variety of functions throughout key processes of living nature (Eickbush 1997). A
coherent description of this typical characteristics of telomeres and telomerases in a
biosemiotic view include a holistic view on their molecular syntax, their in vivo - meaning
function (semantics) and their pragmatic relevance for concrete genome editing agents.
2. Function of telomere repeats
If we look at the specific characteristics of telomeres we find some features which are
common to all genomes which possess telomeres: Telomeres are highly conserved nonmobile repetitive DNA-sequences. Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures which protect the
ends of chromosomes from erosion, degradation, colonization, or sticking together
chromosome ends (Blasco 2007). They are necessary only in linear chromosomes not in
circular. Telomere repeats are building nodes. These nodes stabilize telomeres and are not of
linear DNA. These nodes also care for not being recognized as DNA damage which would
induce a DNA repair pathway. Is the node intact this serves as signal for the cell that she is fit
for further replications. Telomeres are suggested to be the forerunners of centromeres which
derived most likely from an ancestral telomere-telomere fusion (Ijdo et al. 1991). Similar to
telomeres centromeres are highly conserved non-mobile repetitive DNA-sequences. They
interact with spindle microtubules and are therefore crucial for distribution of chromosomes
to offspring cells (Villasante et al. 2007) as well as they encode small RNAs which care for
heterochromatin formation (Couzin 2002, Grewal and Elgin 2007).
Linear chromosomes of eukaryotes have the so-called end-replication problem: DNA
Polymerases which replicate leading strands of doublestranded DNA only in 5’ to 3’ direction
are not able to replicate lacking strands, i.e. 3’ to 5’ direction. For leading strand replication
DNA Polymerases are adding polynucleotides to a RNA primer. These RNA strands are later
replaced by DNA. At the terminal end of the chromosome the RNA primer cannot replaced
completely by DNA, so it cannot code for proteins or further replications. When the last RNA
is added, DNA polymerase and DNA ligase come to transform the RNA of the primer to
DNA. But for this process there must be another DNA strand in front of the RNA primer. The
end-replication problem is that there is no other DNA strand in front of the last attached RNA
primer. That RNA is degraded by enzymes. Thus, a section of telomeres would be lost during
each cycle of replication. For complete lacking strand replication another technique is
necessary. A reverse transcriptase named telomerase uses its integrated subunit, an inherent
RNA template for replication of the overhanging RNA primer so that the terminal end of the
lacking strand can be fully completed without loss (Haoudi and Mason 2000).
Telomere function needs a certain length. If this length is undergone by continued endreplication problems or damage the protection of chromsome ends doesn’t function (Du and
Traktman 1996). Therefore it has been suggested that continous telomere shortening is a main
reason for cell aging. Recent research documents that this is the case only in vitro experiments
not in vivo. (Laun et al. 2007).
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2.1. Differences in the molecular syntax of telomere sequences
From biosemiotic perspective it would be interesting whether the telomere sequences differ
among various organisms, species, kingdoms, because this could be an indicator that
primarily the function of telomere repeats is of importance, not the sequence order that
encodes these function.
Interestingly the molecular syntax of telomere repeats differs in various organisms
where it has been identified. This indicates that there is no unique molecular syntax necessary
to guarantee the function which telomere repeats have to fulfil, but in difference to this, that
the same important function can be coded by different nucleic acid sequences. For example
we find TTAGGG in vertebrates, humans, mouse, xenopus, filamentous fungi, neurospora
crassa, slime moulds physarum, didymium; TTGGGG in tetrahymena, glaucoma;
TTGGG(T/G) in paramecium; TTTTGGGG in oxytricha, stylonychia, euplotes;
TTAGGG(T/C) in apicomplexan protozoa plasmodium; TTTAGGG in Arabidopsis thaliana;
TTTTAGGG in green algae chlamydomonas; TTAGG in insects Bombyx mori; TTAGGC in
roundworms ascaris lumbricoides; TTAC(A)(C)G(1-8) in fission yeasts schizosaccharomyces
pombe; TGTGGGTGTGGTG (from RNA template) in saccharomyces cerevisiae;
GGGGTCTGGGTGCTG in candida glabrata; or GGTGTACGGATGTCTAACTTCTT in
candida albicans.
Telomeres act as immune functions against genomic agents with high recombinationor degradation- competences, i.e. viral genetic parasites, and function similar to an RNAi
system. RNAi protects the genome against genomic parasites, i.e. viruses, by silencing
genomic transcripts of exogenous infective RNA viruses or endogenous transposons or
retroposons (Fire et al. 1998, Couzin 2002). Additionally telomeres serve as recognition
sequences, primer functions and genetic/genomic raw material for sequence generation
(genome duplication, RNA template).
In Drosophila and some plants telomere elongation during replication does not occur
by telomerase but through recombination facilitated by non-LTR retroposons HetA and
TART (Nakamura and Cech 1998, Blasco 2007, Fajkus et al. 2005). They transport their gag
protein into nucleus to produce more copies to the chromosome ends (Rashkova et al. 2002).
These retroposons which fullfil the same function of telomere elongation as telomerase are
regulated by the same epigenetic regulations that govern mobile elements activity including
also RNAi (Savitsky et al. 2006, Slotkin and Martienssen 2007).
3. Telomere replication in most cases by telomerase a reverse transcriptase
In most cases except that described before in certain arthropods and plants telomeres are
replicated by telomerase, a reverse transcriptase. This indicates that the function of
telomerases in eukaryotic replication cycle is very ancient (Curcio and Belfort 2007). Some
authors suggest that reverse transcriptases derived from RNA dependend RNA Polymerases
which descended from an ancient RNA world (Boeke 2003).
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein enzyme that is an assembly of telomerase RNA and
telomerase reverse transcriptase (Jady et al. 2004). Telomerase is clearly related to mobile
elements especially to the non-LTR-retroposons (Eickbush 1999).
3.1. Reverse transcriptases and mobile elements
Mobile Elements in the genome may be transposons which integrate directly into a host
genome or retroposons which integrate via reverse transcriptase. Copying from RNA into
DNA generally occurs through reverse transcriptase. Mobile elements are important for
genotype processing with far reaching consequences for phenotype expression during its
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various developmental stages. Recent research demonstrates that overlapping epigenetic
marking in eukaryotic cells is an important evolutionary feature to silence the expression of
mobility of these mobile elements (Slotkin and Martienssen 2007). Mobile elements are able
to silence single genes as well as larger chromosomal regions and play therefore an important
role in the evolution of diversity. Their competence to recombine, rearrange and insert into
genomic content they share with retroelements (Coffin et al. 1997). They influence
neighbouring genes through alternative splicing and are active agents as enhancers, promotors
or act by polyadenylation patterns (Slotkin and Martienssen 2007).
Reverse transcriptases play key roles in mobile elements like transposons and
retroposons. One type of retroposons has direct repeats on their ends (LTR) others not (nonLTRs). Interestingly their number increases with every transposition (transposition
duplication) so that they can expand genomes: LINE-1 is 20% of the human genome (Maita et
al. 2004). In opposition the transposon contains a code for the transposase protein. This
enzyme identifies the terminal inverted repeats which flank mobile elements, excises it and
integrates itself instead of the excised one. The gap at the donor site is repaired in a cut and
paste transposition or filled up with a copy of the transposon by a gap repair technique
(Slotkin and Martienssen 2007). Transposons can integrate themselves also in phages and
plasmids and can be transferred with them in other cells (Frost et al. 2005).
In contrast to non-mobile telomeres and centromeres mobile sequences such as
transposons and retroposons (Volff 2006) and non-protein-coding repetitive elements such as
LTRs, SINEs and LINEs enable far-reaching DNA rearrangement and reorganization
(Shapiro 2002, Sternberg 2002, Shapiro and Sternberg 2005). Together, they play a decisive
role in the evolution of new genomic structures (Shabalina and Spiridonov 2004, Shapiro and
Sternberg 2005, Sternberg and Shapiro 2005). Interestingly the non-protein-coding DNA
contains also the regulations of transcription, promoter, enhancer and suppressor (Bird et al.
2006). The repetitive sequences are highly species-specific and more suitable for the
determination of species than the coding sequences (Villarreal 2005).
3.2. Reverse transcriptases play major roles in natural genome editing
Additionally reverse transcriptases play key roles in altering genomic structures and therefore
play an important role in evolutionary processes processed by natural genome editing
(Witzany 2006). Reverse transcriptases generate (a) copies of mRNAs which they need for
integration into a genome (b) copies of non-mRNAs like small nucleolar RNAs, one of the
largest classes of non-coding RNAs (Zemann et al. 2006) which are as DNA copies SINEs.
SINEs can initiate new genes which code for small RNAs with regulatory competences on
existing genes. One further key feature of reverse transcriptases is that reverse transcriptase is
a primer for retroposons such as LTRs (copia, gypsy, Ty1, IAPs, HERVs), non-LTRs act like
telomerases in several arthropods: Het-A/TART, SINEs, LINEs, ORF1 (RNA-binding
protein), ORF2 (endonuclease, reverse transcriptase activities), ALUs (manipulation of LINE
1 function for mobilization), Group II self splicing introns, snoRNAs (Type 1-3 Retroposons)
with all their important regulatory functions (Yang et al. 1999, Batzer and Deininger 2002,
Tomlinson et al. 2006, Weber 2006, Matera et al. 2007).
Reverse transcriptases are found also in retroviruses of mammals, birds, in
Hepadnavirus of mammals and birds and Caulimovirus of plants, in LTR-Retroposons of
animals, plants, fungi and protazoa, in non-LTR retroposons of animals, plants fungi and in
protazoa, group II introns of bacteria, fungi, plant mitochondria, chloroplasts and plastids, in
mitochondrial plasmids of Neurospora mitochondria and in multiple singlestranded DNAs
(Villarreal 2005).
Reverse transcriptases together with RNA dependent RNA polymerases replicate
positive strand RNA viruses, doublestranded RNA viruses, negative strand RNA viruses and
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Retroviruses (Koonin et al. 2006). RNA dependent RNA polymerases are involved in the
coupling of heterochromatin to the production of siRNAs (Sugiyama et al. 2005). The RNAi
system is competent in posttranscriptional gene silencing and therefore a crucial instrument in
keeping the balance between the need for expression and the need for silencing (Grewal and
Elgin 2007)
As mentioned also open reading frames (ORFs) code for reverse transcriptase. RNA
dependent DNA polymerase has relations to RNA dependent RNA polymerase. Many
organisms have ORFs which code for proteins that have very similar sequences as retroviral
reverse transcriptases (Xiong and Eickbush 1990, Mesnard and Lebeurier 1991). If we root
these lines of descent in RNA dependend RNA polymerases we find 2 groups, (i) group 1
contains: LTR retroposons, RNA Viruses, DNA Viruses and (ii) group 2 contains: non-LTRretroposons, bacterial and other organelle parts (Nakamura and Cech 1998).
But Telomerase function has alternatives: Not only Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase
(TERT) replicate telomere-repeats but protein priming, terminal hairpins and recombination
which allow complete replication of (i) viral linear DNA, (ii) bacterial plasmid genomes and
(iii) linear mitochondrial genomes of certain eukaryotes (Nakamura and Cech 1998).
The telomerase function is cell-cycle regulated. Telomerase functions exclusively if its
suppression is deleted. Is the telomerase function in telomere-replication fulfilled a signal
initiates its suppression again. If this signalling process is disturbed uncontrolled cell
replication may occur (with even fatal consequences). Telomerase has to be transported to
telomere repeats for its elongation during S-phase of cell cycle. The delivery agents are Cajal
bodies, small nucleolus-like organelles competent in (i) splicing, (ii) ribosome production and
(iii) transcription (Platani et al. 2002, Jady et al. 2004) residing the periphery of nucleoli
(Darzacq et al. 2004, Matera 2006). Cajal bodies undertake movements including the whole
area of the nucleus, and for certain properties they fuse with other Cajal Bodies as well as
they associate with nucleoli (Tomlinson 2005, Kiss et al. 2002). Telomerase trafficking is
restricted to s-phase of cell cycle and to avoid telomerase activity at non-telomeric sites of the
chromosomes. (Tomlinson et al 2005).
4. Eukaryotic key features not present in prokaryotes
Because telomere repeats are key features of eukaryotes only in rare cases of prokaryotes we
may conclude, that eukaryotic telomeres and telomerases are interconnected with the
evolution of the eukaryotic cells. If we want to decipher the evolutionary roots of telomeres
and telomerases we have to look on the main differences of eukaryotes and prokaryotes. If we
detect the evolutionary descent of the eukaryotic nucleus we may even find the roots of
telomeres and telomerases. Therefore we should identify eukaryotic key features not present
in most prokaryotes.
First, eukaryotic genomes share a great variety of repeat elements with higher order
regulatory functions. Contrary to prokaryotes eukaryotic replication proteins have very
different amino acid sequence compositions. Additionally eukaryotes share the control of
DNA packaging and replication whereas prokaryotes doesn’t have chromatin proteins like
histones.
The eukaryotic DNA replication starts in numerous (thousands) of sites and is
regulated by a complex cell cycle regulatory system. Eukaryotic replication control proteins
doesn’t have similarity to prokaryotic ones. A further difference between eukaryotes and
prokaryotes is that daughter cells segregate by attachment to a microtubule system (spindles)
not by attachment at the membrane. The highly conserved mitotic spindle system is not found
in any prokaryote (Cottingham and Hoyt 1997).
Also the eukaryotic nucleus posses three classes of DNA dependent RNA polymerases
that lacks similarity to polymerases of prokaryotes. A crucial difference is that in eukaryotes
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the products of RNA polymerases must undergo posttranscriptional modifications (splicing)
before they can function in the cytoplasm as mRNA, tRNA, rRNA. In no prokaryote splicing
of pre-mRNAs is found. To prevent mistranslation of mRNA or unspliced tRNA the nucleus
has to separate transcription/processing of mRNA from the cytoplasm transport of processed
RNAs. Therefore a nuclear membrane is needed to segregate transcription, mRNA
processing, transport and translation in the cytoplasm (Vale 2003). The nuclear membrane is
distinct from plasma membrane and is dissolved after S-phase and reformed at late
anaphase/telophase.
Introns allow splicing: Group I introns are mobile elements which code for DNA
transposase, group II introns code for reverse transcriptase and small RNAs, recognize the
splice junctions and splice RNA after capping, but all 3 intron types are not existent in
prokaryotes (but in prokaryote viruses)
All complex modifications of mRNA und nuclear RNA seem to be acquired during
Evolution of the eukaryotic nucleus and are highly conserved in eukaryotes but absent from
prokaryotes.
Only very few prokaryotic genomes share some of these features. In the case of the
spirochetes Borrelia they possess 3 types of telomeres, segmented genomes of linear and
circular plasmids and extensive DNA rearrangements (Chaconas 2005, Tourand et al. 2006).
As we will see this could be an indicator of intensive infection by competing genetic parasites
which are in balance as an addiction module in a persistent status not harming the host but
harmfull to organisms which lack this persistent status.
5. A viral progenitor of the eukaryotic nucleus?
The eukaryotic cell doesn’t evolve by chance mutations in prokaryotic genomes over a long
period of time but by a symbiogenetic integration of former free living bacteria. But this
symbiogenetic integration can’t explain the progenitor of the eukaryotic nucleus, because its
key features could not derive from prokaryotes. He resembles a lot of key features, proteins
and RNAs described above which are not found in prokaryotes. Interestingly they can be
found in some prokaryote viruses (Villarreal 2005, Forterre 2006). These viruses use linear
chromosomes, telomere repeats, multiple membranes, histone packaged chromosomes with
marking effect for self/non-self identification and nuclear pores.
No single virus resembles all of these key features, but every key feature of the
eukaryotic nucleus is present in large dsDNA-Virus. So we have to think about a process
where different viral competences have been integrated into one single dsDNA virus being
the progenitor of the eukaryotic nucleus or alternatively: The large dsDNA virus functioning
as eukaryotic nucleus integrated further viral competences not being part of the large dsDNA
virus. If we look at the key features of several candidates for these integration primarily we
may look at prokaryotic, eukaryotic and archaeal phages:
Prokaryotic phages like cyanophages have doublestranded DNA, DNA Polymerases
and RNA Polymerases similar to eukaryotes. Eubacterial phages possess linear
doublestranded DNA, telomeres, DNA polymerases, RNA polymerases, chromatin and
internal membranes. Archaeal phages with linear doublestranded DNA have telomere repeats
similar to eukaryotes but very dissimilar to prokaryotes and they possess chromatin and a
internal lipid tendency to non-lytic, persistent (and often mixed) infections (Villarreal 2005).
Other DNA-viruses share similar features which are crucial characteristics of the
eukaryotic nucleus not found in prokaryotes, like Vaccinia Virus (Poxvirus) (Takemura
2001). These viruses possess a membrane-bound division of transcription and translation,
multiple membranes and its DNA synthesis combines membrane loss and a cell-cycle
dependent restoration as well as a actin/tubulin bound transport system (Villarreal 2005, Van
Lent and Schmitt-Keichinger 2006) and nuclear pores. Cytoplasmic DNA-Viruses (African
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Swine Fever Virus) have chromatin and linear chromosomes with telomeres. Phycto DNAVirus have mRNA capping, Introns and diverse DNA replication proteins. TTV-1 to 4 have
linear doublestranded DNA genomes with molecular basis for the evolution of eukaryotic
chromatin and Capsids which integrates internal and external lipid proteins.
Additionally all these viruses have a self and non-self identification competence. All
Viruses mark their genomes, RNAs and Proteins by different kinds of chemical modifications
e.g. methylation. This marking allows the differentiation between self and non-self. Non-self
may be other viruses or the host genome or host related transcripts (Villarreal 2005).
6. Evolutionary roles of viruses as natural genetic engineers
To understand the evolutionary emergence of the eukaryotic nucleus with its key features of
telomeres and telomerases in the eukaryotic replication process we have to reconstruct the
natural genome-editing competences of viruses (Witzany 2006) which integrated a variety of
key features which we found also in eukaryotes but not in prokaryotes (although in
prokaryotic viruses). As recent research in microbiology demonstrated via comparative
genomics and phylogenetic analyses we have to think about life based on the crucial role of
natural genome editing competences of viruses (Forterre 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006, Koonin
2006, Villarreal 2005, Tran et al. 2004).
This contradicts former concepts which focused on viruses in the light of (i) escape
theories, in that they are intact or deformed genetic parasites which escaped from cellular life,
(ii) or they evolved from cellular ancestors, (iii) or they are not living beings because they
can’t live without cellular life. From these perspectives viruses couldn’t play crucial roles in
the evolution of cellular life.
Interestingly phylogenetic analyses does not support DNA viruses descent from
cellular life as well as they show that DNA viruses and RNA viruses most likely didn’t have a
common ancestor but evolved independently. It seems to be likely that we have to think about
viruses at the very beginning of life, long before cellular life evolved.
6.1. Pre-cellular life
Recent research suggests to think of the early stages of life as a precellular RNA gen-pool
with RNA viruses, Retroviruses, and by reverse transcriptase of singlestranded RNA viral
genomes also doublestranded DNA Viruses (Leipe et al. 1999, Martin 2005, Koonin et al.
2006, Brosius 2003, Flavell 1995). Prior to cellular life forms we can imagine networks of
solely chemical connected molecules coherent to the molecular syntax of RNA and latter on
DNA. Several genes that are central for viral replication are missing from cellular genomes
although phylogenetic analyses show that they are older than cellular elements. Overlapping
arrays of unrelated viruses enshure key functions in genome replication: capsid protein,
helicase superfamily in all RNA and DNA viruses (Koonin 2006).
All RNA viruses share RNA dependent RNA polymerase and reverse transcriptase
which indicates a RNA virus dependent function essential for eukaryotic replication (Temin
1985), keeping in mind, that the eukaryotic nucleus seemingly derived from a large DNA
virus (Bell 2001, 2006). Capsid proteins involved in jelly roll capsid protein may be a starting
event in building true viruses. Alternative capsid proteins with helical capsid features might
be a parallel development.
Membrane lipids, cell walls, as many other features are unrelated in bacteria and
archaea. Complex colonization of unrelated viral descents into the large DNA virus which is
the ancestor of the eukaryotic nucleus forced a digital/symbolic molecular grammar in the
eukaryotic genome. Only by this new grammatical competence it was possible to create
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diverse new features of eukaryotic cellular organization and coordination which is lacking the
prokaryote world (Villarreal 2005).
6.2. Persistent viral life-strategies are beneficial for their hosts
Acute viruses that exhibit lytic action induce disease and even death. Persistent life-style of
viruses implies compatible interactions with the host, either by being integrated into the
hosting genome (Gorinsek et al. 2004) or within the cell plasma, and act non-destructive
during most life stages of the host. The persistent life-style allows the virus to transmit
complex viral phenotypes to the hosting organism. Doing so enables the host to broaden
evolutive potentials for adaptational purposes and may well lead to the formation of new
species. (Villarreal 2005)
6.3. Persistent status through addiction modules
The persistent status emerges through multiple colonization events into a host which
neutralizes former antagonistic and incompatible features of competing viral agents without
harming the host (Ryan 2004, 2006, 2007). It is important to keep in mind that this is no rare
event. We have to imagine that 1 ml seawater contains 1 million bacteria but ten times more
viral agents. Every bacteria is colonized by phages this means 1025 infections per second. This
means that viruses are the most abundand life forms on earth.
Most of the genetic/genomic text editing competences which are inherent to cells,
bacteria, protozoa, plants, animals, fungi are a complementary mix of former antagonistic
viral features. We can identify them even today as toxin/antitoxin-, restriction/modification-,
insertion/deletion – modules (Villarreal 2005, Gerdes 2000, Makarova et al. 2006). As
symbiotic neutralization and counterpart regulation they represent new phenotypic features
which may consist up to 100 new genes. The feature of one competence is regulated exactly
by the antagonist according to developmental stages in cell-cycle, replication, tissue growth or
similar contexts. Is this suppressor-function out of balance the normally downregulated part
may become lytic or disease causing. Even the amplifiable and transmissible RNAi immune
function indicates an old RNA-viral ancestor reaching a persistent non-lytic status which
successfully excluded competing dsRNA viruses (Villarreal 2005).
The gene functions of eukaryotes acquired from persistent viruses include immunity
(restriction and modification modules, toxic and antitoxic modules), silencing
functions/micro-RNAs, (RNAi, methylation, suppression), recognition functions (replicate
expression, receptors, expression factors) and immune regulation (signal mediating, heredity,
adaptation). (Villarreal 2005)
6.4. Endogenous retroviral competences are a persistent symbiotic life-style
Endogenous retroviral competences in the persistent status are often characterized by features
which are expressed only in a strictly time window of the developmental process, such as e.g.,
axis formation, trophectoplast formation, s-phase of the cell cycle. In this highly spezialized
contexts they are replicated through signaling which blocks the suppression of the replication
process. After the function is fullfilled, a signal initiates suppressor function again. The
descent of retroelements with its (i) higher order regulatory functions, (ii) capability for
genetic creativity and (iii) innovation competence of new regulatory patterns and
combinations descended from retroviruses which can be easily identified in their three
essential parts gag, pol and env (Rashkova et al. 2002, Weiss 2006, Tang et al. 1999). Most
endogenous retroviruses have been degraded into formerly connected domains, but they can
still be recognized by one of their three genes gag, pol and env (Gao et al. 2003, Sfakianos
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and Hunter 2003, Ryan 2004, Gabus et al. 2006). The gag gene encodes structural proteins,
pol encodes enzymes such as reverse transcriptase and integrase functions and env encodes
envelope proteins. They may have important but harmloss functions within the host genome
The retroelements in general are key regulators with sophisticated competences active
as natural genetic engineers (Sternberg and Shapiro 2005). Although all retroelements are
related and share the gene for reverse transcriptase, there is a decisive difference between
exogenous (infective) and endogenous (“defective”,i.e. adapted) retroelements.
6.5. “Elements”, “Entities”, “Parasites” – agents of natural genome editing
Recent research shows a high abundance of dynamic DNA-remodelling by small RNAs and
micro RNAs being competent in a great variety of DNA arrangements, rearrangements and
recombination (Shapiro 2002, Vaughn and Martienssen 2005, Mattick 2001, 2006). Some
authors speak about agents of genomic creativity (Ryan 2006), some about mobile elements
(Eickbush 1999) or entities (Daubin and Ochman 2004), some about transposable elements
(Slotkin and Martienssen 2007), others about mobile DNA species, or genetic parasites
(Nakamura and Cech 1998, Villarreal 2005). Together these agents enable complex
organisms to integrate several temporal steps and a great variety of coordinated signalling
processes in eukaryotic cell replication, fix them in conserved DNA storage medium and if
necessary resolve conservation, change, rearrange or newly construct parts or the whole
genomic content and sequence order (Shapiro 2006).
From a biosemiotic perspective which investigates combinatorial (syntactic), contentspecific (semantic) and contextual (pragmatic) rules of natural genome editing and genetic
text processing it is important to notice that there is no editing without a subject that edits, i.e.
an editor or a swarm of editors (Vetsigian et al. 2006) as in the spliceosome which works as
integrated network of several small nuclear RNAs and its associated proteins. All these actors
are acknowlegded as competent agents of DNA editing as well as catalyzing such as small
RNAs sometimes connected with proteins (Vaughn and Martienssen 2005). It becomes
obvious that they are authority subjects to act competent on the molecular syntax of the DNA
language.
Especially without the key agents of DNA replication mRNA, tRNA and rRNA, life
could not function. Not only in the case of rRNA but also in that of tRNA and the processing
of the primary transcript into the pre–mRNA and the mature RNA it is obvious now that they
descended from retroelements with viral origins (Eickbush and Eickbush 2007, Maizels and
Weiner 1993, Maizels et al. 1999, Flavell 1995)
Although we may imagine how sophisticated the competent subject-like agents (self
and non-self identification) acts in the example of endogenous retroviruses which reached
persistent and non-lytic life style, and know that all related retroelements share a common
genome editing competence like transposable “elements” its difficult to reconstruct the way
how all these DNA encoded RNA agents reached persistent status in hundreds, thousands and
tens of thousands of elements.
We only know that they act in a precise coordinated manner which would be
impossible without competent signalling which includes a strict competence for self non-self
identification as it is a major asset of RNAs in general and in small nucleolar RNAs in detail
(Filipowicz 2000).
Persistent endogenous agents of natural genome editing seem to prefer a special kind
of habitat which is characterized to be non-protein-coding DNA sectors. They use a molecular
syntax which mainly consists of repeats. They colonized analog DNA genomes by inserting
their sites between coding elements. This reaches so far that in the human genome only 3% of
coding regions remained and 97% serves as habitat for persistent viral actors which
orchestrated a highly sophisticated division of labor. From there they can regulate actively
9
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coding sequences as they are competent to change special DNA contents throughout the
whole genome. All eukaryotic DNA replication processes share a cut and paste process in
which non-coding elements, introns are spliced out and remaining exons which code for
proteins are put together to a coherent protein coding content ready for translation.
In difference to persistent endogenous agents of natural genome editing in eukaryotes
we find persistent exogenous agents in prokaryotes competent in natural genome editing in
the prokaryotic genpool. This process has long visualized as horizontal gen transfer and is
now recognized as occurring by plasmids, phages and transposons all of viral descent (Frost
et al. 2005).
In difference to think about mere molecules or molecule buildings being “competent”
to process the sophisticated DNA language its not so difficult to think of viruses being these
subject-like agents.
6.6. Eukaryotic genome content by installing a deep grammar into a superficial
grammar
Higher order regulations which are performed by non-protein-coding RNAs and are inherent
in all repeat elements like e.g. subtelomeric repeats and all the other retroelements have a
similar relationship to proteincoding sequences as (1) deep grammar and (2) superficial
grammar of utterances. Through this two different levels it is possible to determine the
proteincoding data-sets according to different needs into “multiple protein meanings” (Ast
2005). In eukaryotic genome evolution the step from continous coding sequence order to
interrupted sequence order occurred. Interestingly the former is characteristic for circular
prokaryotic genomes whereas the latter is for linear genomes.
Telomeres themselves are not typical sites for colonization events in contrast to sites
very close to these telomeres. This is similar to the phylogenetically related centromeres.
Because telomeres and centromeres themselves are rather free of inverted repeats or
retrolelements this could be an indicator of an ancient inherent immune (RNAi) function
which protects both from invasions of genetic parasites. Biosemiotically this
symbiogenetically induced invention of multiple-invaded coding data-sets by retroelements
opened the possibility to use proteincoding data-sets according to various types of higher
order regulation. The proteincoding data-sets are the structural vocabulary, the non-protein
coding “underworld” (Mattick 2007) of RNAs are the text editing agents. In real life action
this was a massive invasion of non-coding introns (viruses) into the genomic habitats of
protein-coding datasets (Rogozin et al. 2005). So the molecular syntax of proteincoding datasets could be used for different needs in different contexts (pragmatics) to serve for different
genetic content arrangements (semantics):
•

•

This could explain that in evolutionary history genetic phenotypes from one species
are transferred and integrated in the genomic content of other species to get a new role
or a new phenotypic feature in another context. This happened with telomeres in the
linear chromosomes of ancient doublestranded DNA viruses (poxvirus, vaccinia virus,
archaeal phages: AFV-1, SIRV-1, TTV 1-4) where they had other functions than in
the eukaryotic genomic content (Villarreal 2005).
This also could explain the close coherence of protein coding datasets between
humans and chimpanzees (99 %) keeping in mind that the percentage of protein
coding in humans and chimpanzees is only 3% whereas the percentage of non-coding
DNA with higher order regulatory functions is 97% which determine coordinated
expression patterns (Witzany 2006).
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•
•

This also could explain that specific cellular functions are encoded not strongly
conserved at the sequence level in contrary to their preserved domains as occurs with
genes of nuclear pores (Bapteste et al. 2005)
This could open a biosemiotic perspective on the presence of a highly dynamic natural
genome-editing RNA-world in preserving DNA-habitats serving as relatively stable
storage medium protecting the evolutionary protocols.

7. Conclusion
Telomeric repeats protect eukaryotic genomes from degradation, repair-enzymes, genetic
parasites and represent original skills of viruses. It seems likely that telomere repeats had a
similar immune function in linear chromosomes of DNA viruses prior to the evolution of
eukaryotes. Because repetitive elements are key features of retroviruses, I suggest an infection
event of large DNA viruses by RNA viruses which attained a persistent status in the linear
chromosome of the DNA virus. This protects linear chromosome ends against competing
genetic parasites. The acquisition of the telomere repeats in eukaryotes has been a key event
in eukaryotic nucleus evolution. The eukaryotic nucleus most likely evolved from a large
doublestranded DNA virus. However, the changing structure of the eukaryotic genome with
its protein-coding and non-protein-coding sections and its typical repetitive (higher-order
regulatory) elements, indicate high rates of persistent, non-lytic retroviral infections. In
contrast to most of these higher order regulatory agents which are mobile telomere repeats (as
well as centromeres) got a conserved non-mobile status.
Telomerase from biosemiotic perspective is a natural genetic engineering tool with
different functions in different contexts. Whereas reverse transcriptase has been used in RNAVirus life cycle for replication functions, it is as acquired tool (transported and integrated in a
symbiogenetic infection event getting a persistent genomic status) for complete replication of
chromosomal ends in linear eukaryotic genomes. In eukaryotes telomerases and other reverse
transcriptases act as endogenous retroviral competences.
In these symbiogenetic infection events the eukaryotic host acquired a higher order
regulated genomic syntax which is the precondition for multiple protein meanings from the
same genetic data-set through post-transcriptional modifications such as alternative splicing
pathways. Therefore the transformation of the continous (prokaryotic) molecular syntax into a
eukaryotic molecular syntax invaded by multiple retroelements is a major step in evolution of
multicellular complexity.
From biosemiotic view all “elements”, “entities”, “agents”, “parts” being competent in
natural genetic engineering and natural genome editing have phylogenetic relations to viruses.
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